
Universal wireless keyboard
SKU: TAUNIKEYBOARDW

Write easily and wirelessly on smartphones, tablets, smart TVs and PCs

COMPATIBLE WITH ANY DEVICE WITH A WIRELESS CONNECTION

The universal wireless keyboard  is suitable for any iOS, Android or Windows device that has a wireless connection. If you
want to write a text document on a smartphone or tablet, you won't have to use the often unintuitive digital keyboard that
takes up most of the screen. Searching for a video or film on your smart TV's streaming apps will also be very quick: you won't
have to use the remote control, which is often awkward for typing letters and numbers.

The transmission distance of up to 10 metres allows you to control your device even while sitting comfortably on the sofa.

44 HOURS OF BATTERY LIFE FOR EXTREMELY LONG-LASTING USE

The battery is long-lasting allowing you to work all day even if you're not near a power source. After almost two days of
continuous use, the battery  will run out, but you can easily recharge it with the power cable included.

INTEGRATED STAND ALLOWS EASY USE EVEN ON THE SMALLEST DEVICES

The package includes a stand. Attach it to the keyboard and insert your tablet or smartphone  into the slot: it will remain
stable in front of you. You'll be able to write, read and work on your device as if it were a laptop.

LIGHTWEIGHT AND COMPACT: TAKE IT EVERYWHERE

The universal wireless keyboard is very light, slim (only 6mm thick) and can easily fit in one hand . Store it in a backpack or
bag to take with you to the park, your favourite coffee shop, or the office.

KEY FEATURES:



compatible with any device with a wireless connection
transmission distance up to 10m
battery life: 44 hours
removeable stand for smartphones and tablets
light, slim (6mm thick), compact

INCLUDES:

1 wireless keyboard
1 stand
1 USB - Micro-USB charging cable



Universal wireless keyboard
SKU: TAUNIKEYBOARDW

Technical data
Operative range: 10 m  
Transmit frequency: 2.4 GHz  
Transmission distance: 10 m  
Input: 5 V D.C. 0.5 A  
Battery: 150 mAh  
Technology: Wireless 3.0  
Color: white  
EAN: 8018417342189  
SKU: TAUNIKEYBOARDW  
Weight: 360 g  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 40 mm  
Width Pack: 190 mm  
Depth Inner: 270 mm  
Height Pack: 250 mm  
Weight Pack: 370 g  
Width Inner: 140 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 590 mm  
Height Inner: 220 mm  
Weight Inner: 2385 g  
Width Master: 290 mm  
Amount Master: 24  
Height Master: 220 mm  
Weight Master: 9870 g  
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